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1. Project introduction
Vision
PIONEERS
(Protective Innovations
Equipment for Enhanced Rider Safety)

of

New

➢ Aims to reduce the number of Powered Two
Wheeler fatalities and severely injured
➢ By increasing the performance, comfort and
usage rate of Personal Protective Equipment and the
development of new on-board safety devices.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 769054.
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1. Project introduction
Objectives
PIONEERS has 2 final objectives:
Reduce PTW fatalities up to 25% in 2025 and
injuries by defining test methods to develop
protective systems and on-board systems to
reduce impact severity.
Improve the strength of European PTW industry
by the development of new testing methods and
products.
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1. Project introduction
Pillars
The main pillars of PIONEERS are:

To achieve a deep understanding of the
injuries sustained by the riders
To increase the performance of safety
systems
To develop better test and assessment
methods
To increase the usage rate of PPE.
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1. Project introduction
Partners involved
The 16 Consortium members are:

Several types of partners are involved in PIONEERS project:

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Universities and research institutes (7)
Industrial partners (2)
Protective equipment manufacturers (4)
Motorcycle manufacturers (2)
Automobile Club (1)
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1. Project introduction
Methodology

2. Protection
requirements

1. Building
priorities

Identify the most common
accident scenarios and injuries

Define the most relevant
biomechanical requirements

6. Impact assessment
and societal benefit

3. New
protocols

Evaluating the impact from
new systems and new testing
methods

Advanced testing methods

4. New designs
according to new
protocols

5. Take
advantage of
technology
Integrating On-board safety
systems

New generation of protective
systems
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1. Project introduction
Gantt Diagram
Name
WP1 - Critical accident scenarios and rider needs
T1.1 - Most common accident scenarios
T1.2 - Rider needs
T1.3 - Future accident scenarios and policy making
WP2 - Improved injury assessment
T2.1 - Accident reconstruction
T2.2 - Injuty mechanism database
T2.3 - Hrad-neck mechanics
T2.4 - Thorax mechanics
T2.5 - Extremities mechanics
WP3 - Advanced testing methods
T3.1 - Test design for PPEs
T3.2 - Test design for head and neck protection
T3.3 - Test design for on-board systems
T3.4 - Assessment
T3.5 - Rider protection
WP4 - New generation of protective equipment
T4.1 - System specifications
T4.2 - Design of PPE for head
T4.3 - Design of PPE for upper torso
T4.4 - Design of PPE for pelvis
T4.5 - Design of PPE for lower leg and foot
WP5 - On-board safety systems
T5.1 - System specifications
T5.2 - Pre-crash braking
T5.3 - Vehicle to PPE communication
T5.4 - Lateral impact mitigation
WP6 - Impact assessment and societal benefits
T6.1 - Evaluation framework
T6.2 - Benefit assessment of improved protection and use
WP7 - Standardisation, dissemination and awareness
T7.1 - Dissemination plan
T7.2 - Demos, events and external cooperation
T7.3 - Cooperation and alignment with SDOs
WP8 - Management
T8.1 - Project coordination
T8.2 - Technical management
T8.3 - Innovation management
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YEAR 4
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Defined deadlines
Expected delays
(COVID-19)
Covid-19 Delays
Update 11/2020

Amendment Letter

End of project: September 2021
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1. Project introduction
Where we are?

2. Protection
requirements

1. Building
priorities

Identify the most common
accident scenarios and injuries

Define the most relevant
biomechanical requirements

6. Impact assessment
and societal benefit

3. New
protocols

Evaluating the impact from
new systems and new testing
methods

Advanced testing methods

4. New designs
according to new
protocols

5. Take
advantage of
technology
Integrating On-board safety
systems

New generation of protective
systems
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1. Project introduction
Main tasks to do until the end of project
➢ Make contributions to Working Groups of some SDO’s -> to try to introduce some changes
➢ Execute a digital campaign aimed to end user -> to increase awareness of riders (July)
➢ Calculate benefits of PIONEERS solutions -> reduction of injuries and economic benefits
➢ Hold a Final Event in Barcelona -> 28th and 29th of September (Confirmed dates)
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements



Helmet



Fundamental garment research



Airbag jacket



Pelvic protector



Boots
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Helmet


Background

-

Head and brain injuries are still a predominant risk in PTW accidents

-

The last test method only considered linear impacts

-

It has been demonstrated that the brain is extremely vulnerable under angular acceleration
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Helmet


Prototype explanation

The prototype developed by Dainese was designed
targeting the mitigation of head rotation and being
optimized to have the best performance on this regard
-

-

Two types of manufacturing technique:

1) 3D Printing, very innovative not ready for
mass production.
2) Pre-assembling of modular structures into
a full liner, produced with conventional injection
moulding. Standard shape an not custom made.
Helmet heat dissipation (comparison EPS vs 3D
printed)
-
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Helmet


Conclusions

The current version of the UN Regulation No 22-06 came into force on January 4th, 2021 and includes
new oblique tests for assessing helmets rotational impact management
-

Due to the new regulation and the new targets for helmet optimizations, once it is accepted, all motorcycle
helmets sold in the future will be improved and will lead to a lower head injury risk in motorcycling accidents
-

At this stage the project’s prototypes are being under testing in order to determine their performance to the
new test method
-
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Fundamental garment research


Background

The proposal is to discuss the integration of further measured variables into the currently standardised
procedure for testing protective clothing material according to EN 17092-1:2020 and CEN/TC 162/WG 9 –
Motorcycle rider protective clothing.
-
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Fundamental garment research


Summary of the research

-

In particular, the development of:
1) Correlation between mechanical properties of fabric and temperature
2) Acceleration test in AART machine (Adaptative Abrasion Resistance Tester)
3) Real world test system
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Fundamental garment research


Conclusions

A method was developed for measuring the temperature change during the test procedure according to
the test method described in EN 17092
-

Two test setups were engineered: an ‘in-tile’ setup, to measure the temperature of the face side of the
fabric, and an ‘in-pod’ setup setup, to measure the temperature of the back side of the fabric during an
abrasive slide.
-

Focused on the impact during a motorbike crash and for this purpose an additional device was developed
for the targeted amplification of the impact without changing the remaining sliding phase. In parallel, a system
for measuring the acceleration during the impact and slide was developed.
-
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Airbag jacket


Background

Taking in consideration studies and investigations from real accidents, the objective is to carry out an
exclusive test proposal for vests equipped with an airbag for motorcyclists
-

-

Represent a real impact scenario through the designed test method
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Airbag jacket


The new machine in detail

-

Maximum useful height of 2.5 m

-

Impactor mass variable between 25 and 35 Kg

-

Two types of impactors:
- Flat (900 x 200 mm)
- Cylindrical (100 mm radius)



CE machine approval
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Airbag jacket


Dummy HYBRID III 95th percentile

The installation of the dummy allows us to obtain
data regarding the chest deflection
-

At the same time, a high-speed camera is used in
order to see all the different phases during the impact
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Airbag jacket


Conclusions

-

The objectives have been accomplished:
- Starting from an impact condition (mass and height), the analysis of the results are focused on the
thorax deflection
- Flexible machine that allows to test different impact conditions
- More severe test in comparison to the actual standard
- The impact attenuation test proposed is closer to a real crash scenario
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Pelvic protector


Background

-

There is currently not known a relevant standard for impact protection for the pelvis region of PTW riders

A novel physical test method capable of comparing and evaluating pelvis PPE designs for minimising the
pelvis response during fuel tank impacts has been developed in the PIONEERS project
-
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Pelvic protector


PIONEERS proposal

Provides the first feasibility assessment of pelvis PPE prototypes for mitigating soft tissue injuries in low
speed impacts
-

This represents the first step towards the development of a standard, generic test method for assessing
quality and performance of impact protection for the pelvis region of PTW riders.
-

-

A test apparatus was designed to simulate PTW rider pelvis-fuel tank impacts
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Pelvic protector


Conclusions

Seven pelvis prototype impact protectors were tested with the novel test apparatus at an impact speed of
18 km/h
-

The pelvis response varied among the different protector materials and thicknesses, distinguishing designs
that may provide better protection for riders in a crash
-
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Boots


Background and proposed tests

The objective was to propose additional tests
methods apart from the ones described in the
specific regulation for boots (EN 13634)
-

Four new parameters were proposed to be
checked:
-

1) Inversion and eversion
2) Flexion and extension
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2. Protective Personal Equipment improvements
Boots


Conclusions

-

New parameters have been tested into the project’s prototype and two commercial models

Analysis of the test results was done and the PIONEERS prototype had a good result due to its ankle’s
reinforcement
-

Within this work the main idea is to extend the test methods section and thus be able to evaluate more
parameters from the boots that are not being verified so far
-
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
General:
AIRBAG for Motorcyclist is safety device worn by motorcyclist
In case of accident the internal airbag automatically inflates to protect the most
important body region
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)

Airbag system is composed by
1. Gas generator
2. Inflatable protective bag
3. Triggering device
4. Textile part
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)

1 - Gas generator
It provides the gas needed for inflating the
airbag bag. Three technologies are
available
a) Mechanical activated
b) Electrical activated
c) Hybrid activated
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)

2 - Inflatable bag
It offers protection when inflated. The airbag is in
between the hitting obstacle and the body. During
the impact event, the airbag changes volume, the
internal pressure increases, and impact energy is
absorbed by this process.
On the body very few residual impact energy is
transferred when balance between volume and
pressure is well design.
This features shall will be verified during Lab
testing
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)

ACCIDENT SCENARIO
from the Point of view of the
Motorcyclist

3 - Triggering system
It recognises emergency situations and decide
if firing the gas generator
three solutions are generally used by Industry
• Mechanical triggering
• Electronical triggering
• Hybird
(Mechanical + Electronic together)
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
3 - Triggering system
Mechanical trigger.
There is a physical connection (cable)
between bikers and motorbike. When
accident happens, the bikers moves from
the motorbike more than the maximum
cable elongation and the airbag is fired.
No battery. No maintenance.
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
3 - Triggering system
New Generation for mechanical
triggering. – Fast Lock
Instead of the cable, there is a winder
which works like a safety belt.
Motorcyclist can move free, but in case of
impact winder blocks and activates the
airbag in few cm. It detects accident
scenario at 360° in few milliseconds

MOTOAIRBAG

No battery. No maintenance. Friendly use.
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
3 - Triggering system
Electronic trigger.
On the body or on the motorbike, a
severance of sensors are present for
detecting levels of acceleration, starting
impact speed, orientation angles, rotations.
A CPU elaborates these signals through a
preload software and it «decides» when fire
the gas generator.
Each airbag producers develop their own
software.
Batteries are needed. Maintenance is
needed for keeping batteries always
recharged

Sensors graph
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)

4 - Textile part
Several garment solutions are present.
• Back pack
• Vest
• Jacket
• Leather suit
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)

Certification
European Groupe: CEN TC162-WG9
• EN1621/4 for mechanical triggered
airbag
• Future EN1621/5 for electronic is
coming. It is based on EN1621/4 + test
method for electronic triggering
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)

TESTS on AIRBAG
In compliance with EN1621/4 several
test are conducted.
The most important are:
Intervention time = it is the time that
triggering device use for detect impact
scenario till the complete deployment of the
airbag.
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
Impact Requirements
TESTS on AIRBAG
Impact test
It measures how really protective is the
inflatable bag after impact with dropping
mass method.
The impactor is an iron «kerbstone»
The anvil is round and internally it has force
sensor to measure the transmitted impact
force which crosses through the protector.
Requirements for airbag are more severe
than rigid protector ones.

EN1621/2 Level1
EN1621/2 Level2
EN1621/4 Level 1 - AIRBAG
EN1621/4 Level 2 - AIRBAG
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
Airbag triggered PIONEERS Project
AIRBAG DIFFUSION
In this moment the use of airbag system seems to be
limited due to some factors, for example:
• Cost of airbag to end users
• Some comfort limits (weight)
• Safety culture to be improved
One of the goals of PIONEERS Project is enlarge the
use of such important new generation of AIRBAG PPE
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
Airbag triggered PIONEERS Project
Cost reduction for end user:
•
•
•

Mechanical gas generator (electronic
predisposed)
Hight reliability for mechanical triggered
with safety winder
Reusable by changing pressurized
bottle at acceptable price

MOTOAIRBAG
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
Airbag triggered PIONEERS Project
Increase Comfort :
•

•
•
•
•

Reduce weight by concentrating on thorax
region which is demonstrated as one of the
most critical area involved during motorcycle
accident
Design a new vest
Ventilation solutions
Easy to use (friendly use)
No maintenance
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
Airbag triggered PIONEERS Project
Improve safety:
•
•

EN1621/4 requirements are the starting point
Additional, more realistic, more severe impact
test is developed, using as “anvil” a torso of
Hybrid III dummy. Impact are performed by
long flat and round iron impactor. Dummy
torso has sensor to measure ribs deflection

The tests are three times more severe than
actual EN1621/4
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3. Airbag triggered (In detail)
Airbag triggered PIONEERS Project
FINAL RESULTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Lower and user price
Increased comfort
Lower weight
Thorax airbag
Back protector
High level of protection
High reliability
Friendly use
Reusable
No Maintenance
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4. Pre-crash braking: objectives
Objective: test end user acceptability of an
automated braking in pre-crash conditions
at different
• deceleration
• jerk
• speed
values.
No PCB developed and installed on the
vehicles: deceleration activated via remote
control.
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4. Pre-crash braking: test setups
Test tracks and
tested
manoeuvres for
each vehicle
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4. Pre-crash braking: test setups
Straight line PCB at high speed level

Swerving manoeuvre without PCB at high
speed level
Swerving manoeuvre with PCB at high speed
level
Straight line manual braking at high speed
level
Straight line PCB manoeuvre at low speed
level
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4. Pre-crash braking: test conditions
General structure of the braking
profile.
Note: at TUDA the motorcycle
came to a complete halt and
thus the fade out time was not
defined.

Safety:
• kinematic limits implemented to
enable PCB activation
• personal protective equipment
• outriggers for Ducati Multistrada
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4. Pre-crash braking: test conditions
@UNIFI:
• Multistrada (31):
✓ 4 manoeuvres
✓ 2 deceleration levels (curve
only lower level)
✓ single jerk level (low)
• Mp3 (20):
✓ 2 manoeuvres
✓ 2 deceleration levels
✓ 2 jerk levels

@TUDA:
• Honda NC700X (14):
✓ 2 manoeuvres
✓ 1 deceleration levels (high)
✓ 1 jerk level (low)
✓ 2 speed levels (swerve only
at high speed)

65 participants
with different expertise and
demographic data
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4. Pre-crash braking: conclusions
• Positive rating of the PCB by 100% of the participants in straight line with
high deceleration level and low speed.
• Some deficiencies were reported in PTW control for other manoeuvres by
some participants, but the evaluation was positive for the majority of riders.
• Developed and validated test procedures, which can be used for further
testing.
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5. Motorcycle lateral airbags
Objective:
To mitigate the injuries suffered by rider’s lower limbs in the frequent events of lateral impacts with cars at
slow speed.
Basic idea:
Placing two airbags front and back to rider’s leg in order
to absorb part of the energy of a side impact.
Features:
Airbags should have a sufficient volume to absorb as
much energy as possible but also should be compact
enough to be placed in a very tight layout.
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Methods and tools
Installation, Virtual simulation,
Comparative evaluation (with / without lateral airbags)

Installation
Preliminary test to
define correct
airbags placing

Virtual simulation
Integration of FE models
of knee airbags in virtual
environment

56

Real Full crash test
Experimental vs virtual
test results comparison
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Installation
Commercially available knee airbags provided by ZF were installed on the
motorcycle and their deployment was tested to verify their correct placement:
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Virtual simulation setup
•
•
•
•

Ducati Multistrada motorcycle modelled as rigid body
Hybrid III 50th percentile adult male dummy
FE model of knee airbags provided by ZF
Advanced European Movable Deformable Barrier (AE-MDB)
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Virtual simulation environment
•

•

The motorcycle modelled as a rigid body gave correct representation
of the inertia matrix of the vehicle:
• front and rear suspensions were considered rigid
• steering degree of freedom of the handlebar was suppressed
Comparative approach (with/without lateral airbags)

Impact configuration:
• 90° impact
• Motorcycle speed 30km/h
• Barrier speed 30km/h

vs
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Crash test execution
Full Crash tests executed with and without lateral airbags using:
• Advanced European Movable Deformable Barrier (AE-MDB)
• A dummy composed of:
• HIII 50th percentile male head, neck, torso, and arms
• Motorcycle Anthropomorphic Test Device (MATD)
abdomen, pelvis and legs with frangible bones
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Conclusions on full crash tests
Test assessment:
Both crash tests (with/without lateral airbags) were successful
and repeatable and validate the trends identified by the virtual
simulations
Test results:
• Lower extremities experience slightly less load and moment
in the test with airbag even if the injuries on the lower
extremities are similar in both tests
• The influence of airbags on the tibia performance is
unknown due to lack of instrumentation in this region
• It was observed that the intrusion of the AE-MDB barrier in
the femur impact zone is less severe in the case of the
motorbike with airbag.
61
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5. Motorcycle lateral airbags
Conclusions on full crash tests
Further considerations:
• In order to further study the safety improvement of the proposed on-board safety system, an
optimized airbag should be developed; the tested airbags samples were not optimized due to
supplier unavailability during the COVID-19 pandemic
•

The results confirm the potential of the virtual environment as design tool for the lateral
airbags, but improvements are necessary to have a better match with the experimental data:
• refinement of the motorcycle model
• development of a dummy model that reproduces the characteristics of the MATD

•

An extensive airbag deployment strategy analysis should be conducted
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6. Safety leg cover
Objective:
To mitigate small shocks and wounds at rider’s lower limbs derived from small lateral impact with cars
that frequently occur in the urban, slow and crowded downtown traffic jam
Basic idea:
Simple but effective solution starting from the same
concept of the genuine standard leg covers by simply
adding two or three protective items fixed inside the
cover, matching the legs position.
Features:
Such elements are solid or articulated bars made of
materials characterized by lightness, high absorbing
power, low memory, quick reshape performance.
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6. Safety leg cover
Methods and tools

Virtual simulation
optimized design
through design-analysis
iteration process

Virtual simulation + physical tests
Comparative evaluation (with/without safety leg cover)

Pendulum test
preliminary
performance
evaluation

65

Real Full crash
comparison
against
virtual simulation
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6. Safety leg cover
Virtual simulation setup
•
•
•

preliminary sketch of safety leg cover
CAD models
Material characterization of reinforcement bar
Lab test on 5 samples, 2 different thicknesses:
• 3 tests @ 100 mm/min,
• 1 test @ 300 mm/min
• 1 test @ 500 mm/min
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6. Safety leg cover
Virtual simulation environment
•
•
•

FE models Piaggio MP3 + dummy + safety leg cover
Impact configurations based on ISO 13232
Comparative approach (with/without SLC)

STATIONARY - MOVING

•Car speed: 5m/s
•Motorcycle: stationary

MOVING - MOVING
•Car speed: 5m/s
•Motorcycle: 5m/s
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6. Safety leg cover
Results analysis
3 alternative design solutions have been virtually tested and compared against baseline
(without safety leg cover) in the 3 worst configurations identified in first analyses
•
•
•
•

% values are referred to the worst value per parameter
Green – improvement of value against same configuration - OK
Orange – lower than worst value, not same configuration – still OK
Red – higher than worst value – harmful, need of design modification
MOVING - MOVING
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6. Safety leg cover
Design optimization
Initial design of safety leg cover (Model_01) has been updated up to Model_03
•
•
•
•

bars are divided in 6 different blocks
the upper bar was further shortened
the central blocks of the lower bar were shifted in order to improve protection on the legs
2 blocks between the lower and the upper bars were added to facilitate the rider ejection

Model_01

Model_02

Model_03
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6. Safety leg cover
Demonstrator
•
•

•

Protection bars made by series of polyethylene cubes,
linked between them at the base.
Flexibility and free movement guaranteed by several
cuts that allow the bars following the rider body torsion
during post-crash motion and avoiding the residual
energy transfer to the upper body portion.
The bars are fixed to the lateral layers of the cover by a
large area of female Velcro, allowing the rider to adapt
the bars to his/her own leg posture.
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6. Safety leg cover
Vehicle integration
Mounting of Safety leg cover to assess (in comparison
vs. standard cover):
•
•
•

rider easy access to the vehicle (in/out)
acceptable adherence to vehicle profile
accessibility to start key
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6. Safety leg cover
Pendulum test configuration

G

G
C
C

PENDULUM
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IMPACT POINTS

ACCELEROMETERS

Initial angle (°)

Energy (J)

Impact speed (m/s)

Mass 34 kg

10

4,63

0,52

Length 0,915 m

20

18,39

1,04

30

40,85

1,55

40

71,33

2,05
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6. Safety leg cover
Pendulum test results

No cover

Cover

Safety cover

Impact point C
Impact point G
Bar position

Accelerations measured
@ impact points

Lower leg
(Calf)
-27%

-70%

-20%

-49%

Upper leg
(Haunch)
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6. Safety leg cover
Full crash tests

•
•

2 Full Crash test executed with AE-MDB impacting
against Piaggio MP3 with/without safety leg cover
Crash test was reproduced in virtual environment

Advanced European Movable
Deformable Barrier (AE-MDB)
74
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6. Safety leg cover
Full crash tests
from a test execution point of view:
crash tests were successful and useful to confirm
prediction of virtual simulations.
From results comparison point of view:
No significant improvement (neither worsening) is
clearly outlined, as the leg sensor response was similar
between tests and the frangible tibias and femurs did
not break in any of the two tests.
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Thank you for your attention!
www.pioneers-project.eu

Questions?

